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vodka  night.1    'Fine crowd   you  have got1,,  retorted  the
first,
1 talked to Shevelyov.   lie had left me with the "Nordvyk-
party' when, 1 changed machines the: previous week.   Here
iu Dudinka  we  had  met  again;  he  was  inspecting  the
transport service between Dudinka and Norilsk, for which
a number of aeroplanes had been hired  from his fleet,
Norilsk lies seventy miles east of Dudinka in hilly tundra*
The district is being opened up because of its nickel deposits.
Nickel is one of the lew metals, if not the only one, in which
the U.S.H.R. is comparatively poor.   Up here, a, little further
north than the northernmost tip of Alaska, they found so
much of it in the mountains that they are now talking of
becoming* independent  of Canadian  nickel  within, a few
years.   'Then- is nickel next to the coal at Norilsk, and also
copper, platinum and gold.    To reach  Norilsk by water
from the Yenisei, one has to go down the river by steamer,
then along the coast of the Kara Sea with the help of ice-
breakers and eastwards to the mouth of the Piasiiw.   The
Plasma, being shallow, will not carry large vessels.   Barges
have to be used up all its course to the Piasiua Lake and
Norilka Lake and then along the Nor ilka river us far as
Valiok,   which   is   a  few   miles   away   from   the   Norilsk
mountains.    This is  a journey of i(>oo miles, and it is
only possible during two and a half months of summer.
For the rest of the year, anyone who attempts the journey
has to use reindeer sledges.
Yet Dudiuka oilers good harbour facilities on the Yenisei- —
which is about to become the central South-North highway,
the spine of Siberia. 'That is why a railway is being built
from Dudinka to Norilsk. It will run on Norilsk coal ami
carry Norilsk nickel It will bring fuel to the river which
will no longer be used by steamships that burn only timber,
and so have to stop every day to take logs on board to heat
the boilers. Norilsk coal will also be taken by the vessels
of the Kara Sea expedition. They come from Europe
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